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Abstract10

This article gives a compact introduction and overview of the theory underlying the experi-11

ments described in the rest of this review.12

5.1 Introduction13

The purpose of this article is to give a broad overview of the theory background to the ex-14

periments that have been and are carried out at the Paul Scherrer Institute. Space limitations15

make it impossible to go into depth or provide a self-contained theoretical summary. Much16

more modestly, we aim to put the experiments into context and provide key references for17

further reading. The experiments we refer to are listed in Table 5.1 and they will be described18

in greater detail in separate sections/articles of the Review of Particle Physics at PSI [1–23].19

From a theory point of view, these experiments either lead to precise determinations of phys-20

ical parameters required as input for other experiments, test the interactions of the Standard21

Model (SM), or search for and constrain physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM). In the22

following we aim to give meaning to these three statements.23

After a general overview of the theoretical methods applied to describe the processes and24

bound states in Table 5.1, we will, in turn, consider the muon, the proton, nucleons and nuclei,25

the free neutron, and the pions.26

5.2 Overview27

The experiments we are primarily concerned with involve low-energy interactions of electrons,28

muons, protons, neutrons, and pions. Their dynamics is described by the SM, the gauge theory29

of strong and electroweak interactions. In view of the large masses of the Higgs and weak30

gauge bosons, the weak part of the SM Lagrangian is essentially frozen at low energies (it will31

later be considered as a small correction). In this regime, the SM reduces to the standard QED32

and QCD Lagrangian33

LQED+QCD =
∑

f

f̄
�

i /D−m f

�

f −
1
4

Fαβ Fαβ −
1
4

GαβGαβ , (5.1)

where the electromagnetic and gluonic field-strength tensors are expressed in terms of the34

photon and gluon fields, Aα and Gα, as Fαβ = ∂ αAβ−∂ βAα, Gαβ = ∂ αGβ−∂ βGα−i gs[Gα, Gβ],35

and where for clarity we have omitted gauge-fixing and ghost terms. The sum runs over all36
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5.2 Overview

experiment section process / particles / (bound states)

[1] muon decay 6 µ+→ e+νeν̄µ

[2] MuLan 16 µ+→ e+νeν̄µ

[3] Sindrum 7 µ+→ e+ ee, µ+→ e+νeν̄µ ee, π+→ e+νe ee, π0→ ee

[4] Sindrum II 8 µ− A
ZN → e− A

ZN for Au, Pb, Ti

[5] MEG 19 µ+→ e+γ, µ+→ e+νeν̄µγ, µ+→ e+X → e+γγ

[6] Mu3e 20 µ+→ e+ ee, µ+→ e+νeν̄µ ee

[7] Mspec, Mu-Mass 29 M = (µ+e−), µ+

[8] MACS 9 M = (µ+e−)↔ M̄ = (µ−e+)

[9] CREMA 21 (µ−p), (µ−d), (µ−He), p, d, He

[10] muX 22 (µ− A
ZN), 248

96Cm, 226
88Ra

[11] MUSE 23 e±p→ e±p, µ±p→ µ±p

[12] MuCap 17 µ−p→ νµn

[13] MuSun 18 µ−d → νµnn

[14] pionic deuterium 14 (π−p), (π−d)

[15] pionic helium 26 (π−e− 4He++), π−

[16] nTRV 15 n→ pe−ν̄e

[17] nEDM 27 n, n

[18] nEDMX 28 n / dark matter / exotic

[19] negative pions 10 (π−p), π−

[20] positive pions 11 π+→ µ+νµ, π+, νµ

[21] neutral pions 12 π−p→ π0n, π0

[22] PiBeta 24 π+→ π0e+νe, π
+→ e+νe (+γ), µ+→ e+νeν̄µγ

[23] PEN 25 π+→ e+νe (+γ), µ+→ e+νeν̄µγ

Table 5.1: Processes and particles (bound states) that are investigated at PSI, where
the driving interaction to be studied is indicated by the color as follows: BSM, weak,
weak and try to learn about strong, EM, EM and try to learn about strong, strong. In
addition the mass or charge radius of particles are measured. The section number
refers to the Review of Particle Physics at PSI.
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5.2 Overview

fermions of mass m f , electric charge e Q f , and color charge gs t
a
f , and the covariant derivative37

acts on the fermion fields as Dα f = (∂α − ieQ f Aα − i gs t
a
f Ga
α) f . For f = ` ∈ {e,µ,τ} we have38

Q` = −1 and ta
`
= 0, whereas for quarks Qu = 2/3, Qd = −1/3, and ta

u,d = λ
a/2 with Gell-39

Mann matrices λa. In several experiments of interest here the photon acts as a probe: it is40

coupled to the electromagnetic current Jαem as41

Lint
QED = e AαJαem ≡ e Aα

∑

f

Q f f̄ γα f . (5.2)

If we use (5.1) to compute the matrix element of Jαem between two states of pointlike leptons42

` with momenta p1 and p2 = p1 + q, we find43

〈`(p2)|Jαem|`(p1)〉= ū(p2, m`)

�

F (`)1 (q
2)γα + F (`)2 (q

2)
iσαβqβ

2 m`

�

u(p1, m`) , (5.3)

where u and ū are the usual spinors. The decomposition (5.3) directly follows from the Lorentz44

and U(1)em gauge symmetries of the theory and is valid beyond perturbation theory. While45

F (`)1 is related to the electric charge, F (`)2 is related to the anomalous magnetic moment (AMM)46

of ` as47

F (`)2 (0) = a` =
(g − 2)`

2
. (5.4)

In contrast to the leptons, quarks do not appear as free particles in nature, but are confined48

inside hadrons by the strong interaction. The general principles on which the decomposi-49

tion (5.3) is based, also hold for non-pointlike particles, such as the nucleons N ∈ {p, n}50

〈N(p2)|Jαem|N(p1)〉= ū(p2, mN )

�

F (N)1 (Q2)γα + F (N)2 (Q2)
iσαβqβ

2 mN

�

u(p1, mN ) , (5.5)

where we have introduced the common definition Q2 ≡ −q2. A relation between the AMM51

and F (N)2 analogous to (5.4) still holds. However, this quantity depends on strong dynamics,52

which at low energies cannot be computed in perturbation theory.53

In the case of the nucleons, often the electric and magnetic form factors54

G(N)E (Q
2)≡ F (N)1 (Q2)−

Q2

4m2
N

F (N)2 (Q2), G(N)M (Q
2)≡ F (N)1 (Q2) + F (N)2 (Q2) (5.6)

are used. In the limit of small Q2 all form factors Fi(Q2) can be understood as the Fourier trans-55

form of an extended classical ‘charge’ distribution ρi(r) in the Breit frame where qµ = (0, ~q).56

Upon expansion in small Q2 we get57

Fi(Q
2) =

∫

d3~r e−i ~q·~r ρi(r) =

∫

d3~r ρi(r)−
1
6

Q2

∫

d3~r r2ρi(r) + . . . (5.7)

This leads to a general expression for the second moment of the charge distribution ρi58

r2
i ≡

1
N

∫

d3~r r2ρi(r) = −6
1
N

dFi(Q2)
dQ2

�

�

�

�

Q2=0
, N =

�

1 if Fi(0) = 0 ,
Fi(0) else.

(5.8)

The relation above is used for example to determine the root-mean-square, Ri =
q

r2
i , charge59

and magnetic radii of the proton as well as the axial radius of the nucleon.60
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If we now consider the weak interactions, we must arrange fermions into left-handed dou-61

blets and right-handed singlets. An important role for low-energy processes is played by the62

charged weak current63

Jαcc =
∑

`

ν̄`γ
αPL`+

∑

i j

Vi j ūiγ
αPLd j , (5.9)

which couples only to left-handed fermions, PL ≡ (1 − γ5)/2. In the sum over the quark-64

field terms, the CKM matrix Vi j describes the flavor-changing effects of the weak interactions.65

Including for completeness also the neutral weak current Jαnc, the interactions of (5.2) are66

modified to67

Lint
EW = e AαJαem +

g
p

2

�

W+
α Jαcc + h.c.

�

+ gZ ZαJαnc , (5.10)

where g = e/ sinθW , gZ = g/ cosθW are the weak SU(2)L couplings that can be expressed in68

terms of e and the electroweak mixing (Weinberg) angle θW . At the typical energy of processes69

considered here, much smaller than mW and mZ , the W and Z boson masses, we can integrate70

out the W and Z bosons and adopt an effective field theory (EFT) approach. This results in71

the Fermi theory of current-current interactions72

L4F = −
4GFp

2

�

Jαcc(Jcc)
†
α + Jαnc(Jnc)α

�

, (5.11)

where 4 GF/
p

2 = g2/(2m2
W ) is the matching (Wilson) coefficient at tree level. Using (5.9)73

(and the corresponding expression for Jαnc) to express L4F in terms of fermion fields we end74

up with vector contact interactions. They correspond to dimension-6 four-fermion vector op-75

erators of the generic form76

�

OV,X Y
{`/q}

�

i jkl =
�

ψ̄iγ
αPXψ j

� �

ψ̄kγαPYψl

�

, (5.12)

where X , Y ∈ {L, R} and {i, j, k, l} are generation indices. The notion ‘vector’ refers to the77

Lorentz structure of the bilinears, which in turn is closely related to the nature of the exchange78

particle that is integrated out. Since the fermion fields ψi can be quarks or leptons of any79

generation, there are in principle quite a lot of different operators. However, only a subset of80

those are generated by integrating out the W and Z fields. In particular, there are no charged81

lepton-flavor violating (cLFV) operators due to an accidental symmetry of the SM.82

Because the masses of the top quark and the Higgs boson are of the same order as mW ,83

these fields can also be integrated out. Operators beyond the four-fermion vector operators84

appear in the SM with an additional suppression, such as scalar dimension-6 four-fermion85

operators86

�

OS,X Y
{`/q}

�

i jkl =
�

ψ̄i PXψ j

� �

ψ̄kPYψl

�

, X , Y ∈ {L, R} , (5.13)

which are parametrically suppressed by Yukawa couplings [24], or dimension-5 dipole opera-87

tors (and their Hermitian conjugate)88

�

OD
{`/q}γ

�

i j =
�

ψ̄iσαβ PRψ j

�

Fαβ ,
�

OD
qG

�

i j =
�

ψ̄iσαβGαβ PRψ j

�

, (5.14)

which appear at the loop level. Thus, we arrive at an EFT that consistently describes low-89

energy processes. It only contains fields with masses much lower than mW . In particular, the90

photon and the gluons are the only gauge bosons present. The gauge symmetry of the SM,91

SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y , is reduced to the gauge symmetry of QCD and QED, SU(3)c×U(1)em.92
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5.2 Overview

The effect of the heavy degrees of freedom of the SM is encoded in the Wilson coefficients that93

multiply the operators, with GF in (5.11) being one such example.94

In fact, this procedure lends itself to include possible BSM effects. Whatever BSM physics95

there is, as long as it respects QED and QCD gauge symmetry and involves degrees of freedom96

with a ‘large’ mass scale Λ, it can be integrated out and its effects will be encoded in Wilson97

coefficients of gauge-invariant higher-dimensional operators. Operators that were absent in98

the SM case might now be generated. Thus, we are led to write down the most general rela-99

tivistic Lagrangian that respects electromagnetic U(1)em and strong SU(3)c gauge invariance100

and obtain a general low-energy effective field theory (LEFT)101

LLEFT = LQED+QCD +
1
Λ

∑

i

C (5)i O(5)i +
1
Λ2

∑

j

C (6)j O(6)j + . . . . (5.15)

Here Λ is the scale of physics that is not dynamically described by the degrees of freedom102

present in LLEFT. If we include all charged leptons and all quarks apart from the top in LLEFT,103

the scale Λ is assumed to be larger than the mass of the b quark but not larger than the104

electroweak scale mW . The sums i and j run over all possible operators of dimension 5 and105

6, respectively. Typically, operators of dimension larger than 6 are neglected. O(5) and O(6)106

denote the operators, C (5) and C (6) are the corresponding Wilson coefficients. Operators that107

are related through Fierz identities or those that can be eliminated through equations of motion108

are not included. Naturally, the choice of the operator basis is not unique, but a complete basis109

up to dimension 6 can be found in [24].110

The Lagrangian (5.15) provides a consistent quantum-field theoretic framework to relate111

low-energy measurements to the determination of parameters of the SM and constraints on112

BSM physics. Many different routes have been taken to generically parametrize low-energy113

observables and measuring or constraining the associated parameters. The prime example is114

the Michel decay, where an analysis with initially a single parameter [25] was generalized and115

written in terms of parameters related to scalar, vector and tensor contact interactions1 [26].116

A similar effort has been made for cLFV decays µ→ eγ and µ→ eee considering lepton-flavor-117

violating contact interactions [27].118

At first sight this is very similar to constraining the Wilson coefficients of (5.15). Indeed,119

the bulk of the operators of (5.15) are also scalar, vector and tensor interactions. However, the120

Wilson coefficients are well-defined couplings of a quantum field theory. In particular, typically121

they run and mix under renormalization-group evolution (RGE). If a low-energy observable122

is expressed in terms of Wilson coefficients, they are understood to be evaluated at the low123

scale, C (n)i (mµ). On the other hand, to relate the Wilson coefficients of the EFT to a BSM124

model, the heavy degrees of freedom of the latter have to be integrated out. This yields the125

Wilson coefficients at the high scale, C (n)i (Λ). Including RGE of C (n)i (Λ) to C (n)i (mµ) is not in126

the first instance about increasing precision, but to include qualitatively new effects through127

mixing. This has a profound impact on using low-energy measurements to constrain BSM128

models.129

Of course, it is also possible that BSM physics appears only at a scale much larger than130

mW . If this is the case, in a first step another effective theory has to be used, the SM effective131

field theory (SMEFT). This is a theory similar to (5.15), but with all fields and symmetries of132

the SM. It contains all operators O(n)i expressed in terms of the SM gauge fields, the Higgs133

doublet, as well as left-handed doublet and right-handed singlet fermion fields that respect134

the SM gauge symmetry SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y ,135

LSMEFT = LSM +
1
Λ

�

C(5)O(5) + h.c.
�

+
1
Λ2

∑

j

C(6)j O(6)j + . . . . (5.16)

1 Section 6: Muon decay [1]
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SMEFT has only one dimension-5 operator O(5) (and its Hermitian conjugate). This is the136

Weinberg operator [28] that is associated with neutrino masses. At dimension 6 there are137

numerous operators, some of which violate baryon number. As for LLEFT different bases are138

possible, but the so-called Warsaw basis [29] is used frequently.139

In the case Λ � mW the input of the BSM model is given through Wilson coefficients140

C(n)i (Λ). Then, the RGE is used to obtain C(n)i (mW ). In a next step, SMEFT is matched to141

LEFT at the electroweak scale. This means that C (n)i (mW ) are expressed in terms of C(n)i (mW ).142

Finally, the Wilson coefficients of LEFT, C (n)i (mW ), are run with the RGE of LEFT from the scale143

mW to the low scale mµ, and we are ready to express physical low-energy observables. The144

complete dimension-6 RGEs of SMEFT and LEFT, and the matching equations between the two145

EFTs are known up to one loop [30–34].146

Now that we have a framework that incorporates the effects of the full SM and potential147

BSM physics on low-energy observables, we can return to our starting point, the matrix ele-148

ments of the electromagnetic currents. Moving from (5.1) to (5.15) leads to a generalization149

of (5.2), (5.3), and (5.5). In particular, the current itself is modified and includes additional150

terms from the dimension-5 dipole operators. The most general expression for a vector current151

depending on p1 and p2 can be written as combination of six possible structures: γα, γαγ5, qα,152

qαγ5, qβσ
αβ and qβσ

αβγ5. Replacing q = p2−p1 by p2+p1 does not lead to new independent153

structures, as can be shown by using the Dirac equation. Since the electromagnetic current is154

conserved ∂αJαem = 0 only four terms remain and we get155

〈 f (p2)|Jαem| f (p1)〉= ū(p2, m f )
�

F ( f )1 (q
2)γα +

�

F ( f )2 (q
2)− i γ5F ( f )3 (q

2)
� iσαβqβ

2 m f
(5.17)

+ F ( f )4 (q
2)

1

m2
f

�

q2γα − 2m f qα
�

γ5

�

u(p1, m f ) .

The CP-violating form factor F3 is associated with the electric dipole moment (EDM) of the156

lepton d f through157

d f =
eF ( f )3 (0)

2m f
. (5.18)

In the SM, d f starts to receive contributions at three loops for quarks [35] and at four loops158

for leptons [36], induced by the CP violation in the CKM matrix. For protons and neutrons159

there is an additional source for an EDM [37] through the CP-violating θ term in QCD160

LQCD ⊃
g2

s θ

32π2
G̃αβGαβ , (5.19)

which we have neglected in (5.1). This term has to be included as it respects SU(3)c gauge161

invariance. Even though it can be written as a total derivative and, so does not affect the162

classical equations of motion, the θ term does have effects at the quantum level. Thus strong163

interactions seem to violate CP. However, due to experimental constraints on the neutron EDM,164

we know that the θ parameter is extremely small, see Section 5.6. The lack of an explanation165

for this smallness is referred to as the strong CP problem. In generic BSM models, one usually166

expects much larger CP-violating effects [38,39]. The parity-violating anapole form factor F4 is167

also induced due to weak interactions of the SM, or potentially through BSM effects. However,168

it is not an observable by itself [40].169

As mentioned above, matrix elements of the weak charged current Jαcc also play an impor-170

tant role. It gives rise to non-vanishing matrix elements between different particles of left-171

handed SU(2) doublets, such as (ν`,`) or (p, n). The former leads to muon decay, whereas172
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5.2 Overview

the latter for example to beta decay, or quasi-elastic scattering ` p→ ν` n. In this case, all six173

structures appear and setting mp = mn ≡ mN we have174

〈p(p2)|Jαcc|n(p1)〉= ū(p2, mN )

�

F (pn)
1 (q2)γα + F (pn)

2 (q2)
iσαβqβ

2 mN
+ F (pn)

A (q2)γαγ5 (5.20)

+F (pn)
P (q2)

qαγ5

2 mN
+ F (pn)

S (q2)
qα

mN
+ F (pn)

T (q2)
iσαβqβγ5

2 mN

�

u(p1, mN ) .

The scalar and tensor form factors FS and FT are referred to as second-class currents and often175

are omitted. However, we will return to them in Section 5.6 in connection with the nucleon176

β− decay, see (5.45), which can be related to F (pn)
S,T and F (νee−)

S,T . The axial-vector and the177

pseudoscalar form factors, F (pn)
A , and F (pn)

P are related to often used couplings as178

gA ≡ F (pn)
A (0), ḡA ≡ F (pn)

A (q2
0), ḡP ≡

mµ
mN

F (pn)
P (q2

0), (5.21)

where q2
0 = −0.88 m2

µ is the momentum transfer of µ− capture on the proton, neglecting179

binding energies.180

Of course, not only the Wilson coefficients of the EFTs are subject to RGEs and thus scale181

dependent, but also the gauge couplings α = e2/(4π) and αs = g2
s /(4π) in (5.1). Both de-182

pend on the energy of the phenomenon they are used to describe, but while α(Q2) decreases183

towards α(0) ∼ 1/137, the strong coupling αs(Q2) increases as we go to lower energies. For184

energy scales below a couple of GeV, a perturbative expansion in αs no longer works — the rel-185

evant degrees of freedom related to the strong interactions at low energies are not quarks and186

gluons, but light hadrons. Once more, EFT come to the rescue, in this case chiral perturbation187

theory (χPT) [41–43]. As for all EFT, the first step is to identify the relevant degrees of free-188

dom in the energy range of interest. The second is to write down the most general Lagrangian189

for these degrees of freedom that is compatible with the symmetries of the underlying theory.190

For the strong interactions the answer to the first question is related to the phenomenon of191

spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, which generates Goldstone bosons, the only massless192

particles of strong interactions. Actually in the spectrum of QCD there are no massless parti-193

cles, but a triplet of very light pseudoscalars, the pions ~π = (π+,π0,π−). The fact that they194

are not exactly massless is well understood and due to the presence of an explicit, but small,195

chiral symmetry breaking term in the QCD Lagrangian: the quark mass term. In the limit of196

zero up and down quark masses, i.e., md = mu = 0, the three pions become massless, and197

since there are no other mechanisms to generate massless particles in QCD in the chiral limit,198

these are the only relevant degrees of freedom at low energy.199

The rules to write down an effective Lagrangian for Goldstone bosons are well known.200

Goldstone bosons transform nonlinearly under the symmetry of the underlying theory, which201

leads to a non-renormalizable Lagrangian containing only derivative couplings. Symmetry202

constrains their interaction to become weaker as one lowers the energy. How to include an203

explicit symmetry breaking is also well known. The symmetry breaking parameters are pro-204

moted to spurions, fields with given transformation laws, and the effective Lagrangian must205

include these fields too and still satisfy the requirement of being invariant under symmetry206

transformations. In the case of QCD, in addition to derivative couplings, it is also possible to207

have couplings proportional to the quark masses mu,d . Clearly, there are infinitely many such208

terms and the Lagrangian only becomes useful with an organizing principle. Since this is a209

low-energy EFT, we count powers of energy or momenta as small, and since it is relativistic,210

they come in even powers. The smallest possible number is two, then four, six and so on.211

Quark masses (or explicit symmetry breaking in general) also count as small, but there is no212
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5.2 Overview

unique choice concerning the relative importance of powers of quark masses and derivatives.213

The standard one is m∼ p2. According to this choice the lowest-order Lagrangian contains all214

possible terms with two powers of derivatives or one power of quark masses and it turns out215

that there are only two:216

LχPT = L2 +L4 +L6 + . . . , L2 =
F2

4
〈uµuµ +χ+〉 , (5.22)

where uµ = iu†∂µUu†, χ+ = u†χu† + uχ†u, and217

U = uu= exp (iφ/F) , φ = πaτa , χ = 2B diag(mu, md) , (5.23)

with πa the triplet of pion fields and τa the Pauli matrices. The coupling constants charac-218

terizing these two terms, F and B, are related to the pion decay constant and the pion mass219

according to220

〈0|(J a
A )µ(0)|π

b(p)〉= iδabFπpµ , Fπ = F
�

1+O(mq)
�

, Mπ = 2Bm̂
�

1+O(mq)
�

, (5.24)

with (J a
A )µ the isospin-triplet axial current and m̂ = (mu + md)/2. Calculating tree-level di-221

agrams with L2 gives a leading-order (LO) result. Going to next-to-leading order (NLO) re-222

quires calculating one-loop diagrams with vertices only from L2 and tree-level diagrams with223

one vertex from L4 [28,42]. At next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO) two-loop diagrams with224

vertices only from L2, one-loop diagrams with one vertex from L4 and tree-level diagrams225

with two vertices from L4 or one from L6 contribute [44–46], and so on.226

The limit of validity of this EFT is given by the scale of chiral symmetry breaking. In227

the expansion in powers of momenta and quark masses that is generated by the effective228

Lagrangian above, the relevant scale is represented by Λχ = 4πFπ ∼ 1.2 GeV. Physically it229

represents the scale at which degrees of freedom other than Goldstone bosons get excited,230

such as the ρ, whose mass mρ ∼ 0.77 GeV is indeed close to Λχ .231

The same approach also works for other particles beyond the pions. In the limit ms → 0232

also the kaons and the eta become Goldstone bosons and can be included in the formalism233

above [47]. The field φ becomes a 3 × 3 matrix containing the octet of Goldstone bosons234

φ = φaλa, and χ has to be trivially extended to a diagonal 3× 3 quark-mass matrix.235

A less trivial extension concerns the baryon sector [48–51]. At first sight this would seem236

impossible, since the mass of the nucleons is close to Λχ . But the baryon number nB is con-237

served in strong interactions and one can split the spectrum in separated sectors, labeled by238

nB. Quantities like the nucleon masses, their form factors, or their scattering amplitude with a239

pion (or any other Goldstone boson(s)) all belong to the sector nB = 1 and can also be studied240

with the help of the chiral expansion. In this case this represents an expansion in powers of241

momenta and quark masses around the ground-state energy, which in this sector is equal to242

the mass of the nucleon mN , rather than zero.243

From the point of view of their transformation properties, nucleons are spin-1/2 as well244

as isospin-1/2 particles, and transform linearly under chiral transformations. In particular the245

fact that they are spin-1/2 particles has an important consequence as the expansion of the246

Lagrangian in powers of momenta (derivatives) contains both even and odd powers247

LN = L1 +L2 +L3 + . . . . (5.25)

The leading-order Lagrangian looks as follows248

L1 = N̄(i/D−m)N +
1
2

gAN̄/uγ5N (5.26)
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5.3 The muon

with the covariant derivative defined as249

Dµ = ∂µ + Γµ , Γµ =
1
2
[u†,∂µu] , (5.27)

and N̄ = (p̄, n̄) the isospin doublet containing the Dirac spinors of the proton and neutron. The250

parameters m and gA represent the mass and the axial coupling of the nucleon in the chiral251

limit, respectively. Note that the chiral symmetry imposes the presence of the pion field both252

in the covariant derivative as well as in the coupling to the nucleon axial current. From this253

follows the famous Golberger-Treiman relation [52]254

gπN =
gAmN

Fπ
(5.28)

between the pion-nucleon coupling constant gπN (whose square is the residue of the nucleon255

pole in the πN scattering amplitude), the physical nucleon mass, and the axial coupling.256

The low-energy description of the strong-interaction effects in terms of χPT cannot only257

be formulated for pure QCD as the underlying theory. While QED effects can be included in258

terms of explicit low-energy degrees of freedom, the chiral realization of higher-dimensional259

operators again is based on the external-field and spurion technique. Traditionally, this has260

been done to include weak-interaction effects and it can be generalized to include BSM effects261

encoded in the LEFT Lagrangian (5.15).262

5.3 The muon263

The muon is a fundamental lepton similar to the electron, however with a much larger mass,264

mµ ' 105.66 MeV. It is unstable and predominantly decays through the Michel process265

µ→ eνν̄ , (5.29)

which leads2 to a lifetime of about τµ ' 2.2µs. As discussed in the context of (5.20) the decay266

is mediated by the charged current Jαcc, leading to a non-vanishing current-current interaction267

〈νµ|Jαcc|µ〉 〈e|(Jcc)†α|νe〉. From an EFT point of view this corresponds to a four-fermion oper-268

ator (ν̄µγαPLµ)(ēγαPLνe) and its Hermitian conjugate. For computational reasons it is more269

convenient to work with the Fierz transfom of this operator. This results in the Fermi theory,270

an EFT defined through the Lagrangian271

LFermi = −
4 GFp

2

�

ν̄µγαPLνe

�

(ēγαPLµ) + h.c.+LQED . (5.30)

The first term on the r.h.s. of (5.30) corresponds to the operator [OV,LL
ν`
]2112 as introduced in272

(5.12). Its Wilson coefficient, 4 GF/
p

2, has the special property that it does not get renormal-273

ized [53]. Thus, the Lagrangian (5.30) can be used to consistently compute at leading order in274

GF but to all orders in the electromagnetic coupling, α. Only the usual QED renormalization275

procedure has to be applied. As an example, the lifetime of the muon can be expressed as276

1
τµ
≡ Γµ = Γ0

�

1+∆q
�

=
G2

F m5
µ

192π3

�

1+∆q
�

, (5.31)

where ∆q contains all corrections (electron-mass effects as well as higher-order QED cor-277

rections) to the tree-level result for massless electrons, Γ0. These corrections are known at278

NNLO with full electron mass dependence [54–57]. Thus, with a precision measurement of279

2 Section 16: MuLan [2]
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5.3 The muon

the muon lifetime, the Wilson coefficient in (5.30), or equivalently GF , can be determined280

extremely precisely. This, in turn, is important input for electroweak precision tests. In fact,281

GF can be related to the SU(2)L coupling g and the mass of the W boson mW through282

4 GFp
2
=

g2

2m2
W

�

1+∆r
�

. (5.32)

While the SM radiative corrections ∆r are crucial for the precision tests, the tree-level match-283

ing of the SM to the Fermi theory yields the matching condition (5.32) with ∆r → 0.284

There are several potentially numerically important contributions missing in (5.30). Typ-285

ically, LQED contains muon and electron fields, but the inclusion of τ leptons is straightfor-286

ward. A much more serious issue is the inclusion of quarks. As mentioned above, QCD is non-287

perturbative at scales typical for muonic processes, q2 ∼ m2
µ. Thus, the hadronic contributions288

have to be determined by other means. This is often the leading theoretical uncertainty. The289

fact that such corrections for muonic processes enter only at NNLO makes the muon a rather290

clean laboratory for precision physics.291

Furthermore, terms of order q2/m2
W relative to the four-fermion interaction are neglected292

in (5.30) and typically in (5.15). In the literature (5.31) is often written with an additional293

factor (1 + 3/5 (mµ/mW )2) which results in a 10−6 correction. Within the EFT, such correc-294

tions are reproduced by dimension-8 operators, which are missing in (5.30). There are also295

numerous dimension-6 operators generated by the SM that are not included in (5.30). The296

corresponding Wilson coefficients are related to the general parametrization of muon decay297

parameters.1298

Apart from the Michel decay, two further SM decay processes are of interest; the radiative299

and rare decays300

µ→ eνν̄γ , µ→ eνν̄e+e− . (5.33)

In order to be well defined and to avoid infrared singularities, the branching ratio for the radia-301

tive decay must be defined requiring a minimal energy of the photon. For Eγ > 10 MeV we have302

B(µ→ eνν̄γ)∼ 1.3×10−2. For the rare decay the branching ratio is B(µ→ eνν̄ee)∼ 3.6×10−5.303

A fully differential NLO description of these processes in the Fermi theory (5.30) is avail-304

able [58–61]. Depending on the cuts that are applied, the NLO QED corrections can be size-305

able. Experimental information on the branching ratio of the radiative decay has been obtained306

by MEG [62] and PiBeta [63].307

A particularly attractive feature of particle physics with muons is the study of cLFV decays.308

There are three "golden" channels309

µ→ eγ , µ→ eee, µ− A
ZN → e− A

ZN . (5.34)

PSI has a long tradition in corresponding experimental searches.3,4,5,6 For the first two pro-310

cesses typically µ+ are used, whereas µ− must be used for muon conversion in the field of a311

nucleus A
ZN with atomic number Z and mass number A. In the SM (with non-vanishing neu-312

trino masses) the branching ratios for these processes are smaller than 10−50, but not zero [64].313

Hence, from a theory point of view there is nothing sacred about lepton flavor. As we know314

that it is not conserved, it is very natural to expect much larger cLFV branching ratios in BSM315

than in the SM. In fact, generic extensions of the SM do typically lead to large cLFV rates and316

suppressing them requires additional tuning or model-building efforts.317

3 Section 7: Sindrum [3]
4 Section 8: Sindrum II [4]
5 Section 19: MEG [5]
6 Section 20: Mu3e [6]
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5.3 The muon

To extract constraints on BSM physics from limits on the branching ratios of the processes318

(5.34), they are computed in LLEFT, typically at tree level. For µ → eγ the dipole operator319

[OD
`γ
]21 (5.14) enters. Thus we get a limit on the corresponding Wilson coefficient at the320

low scale [C D
`γ
]21(mµ). In a next step, the RGE is used to convert this to limits for the Wilson321

coefficients at the high scale, Ci(Λ). Some scalar four-fermion interactions mix at NLO whereas322

vector four-fermion interactions enter at NNLO. Nevertheless, this results in very stringent323

limits on contact interactions induced by BSM physics. They have to be combined with limits324

from µ → eee and muon conversion, where contact interactions already appear at leading325

order. Using as many operators as possible in connection with RGE maximises the information326

that can be obtained from low-energy observables.327

These computations can be made [65] for µ→ eγ and µ→ eee using standard perturba-328

tive methods with the Lagrangian (5.15), although for some contributions, non-perturbative329

effects play a role [66]. However, additional input is required for muon conversion. First, the330

nuclear matrix elements 〈AZN |J |AZN〉 for vector and scalar currents/operators are required. The331

former can be obtained trivially through current conversion, but the latter need input from332

lattice QCD or χPT. Second, the overlap integrals of the lepton wave function with the nucleus333

are required [67]. In principle different target nuclei provide different limits on the various334

coefficients, but in practice the model discriminating power is limited [68]. A further compli-335

cation is due to background from the decay in orbit (DIO). This is the Michel decay of the µ−336

bound in the nucleus337

µ− A
ZN → e− νµν̄e

A
ZN . (5.35)

Due to nuclear recoil effects the energy spectrum of the electron has a tail up to mµ, the338

energy of the signal for the electron from muon conversion. Thus DIO has to be studied as a339

background process [69].340

So far the nucleus has acted only as a spectator. The only nuclear physics that was required341

is the nuclear matrix element. For completeness we mention here two processes relevant to342

muon conversion, where the nuclear physics is much more involved. When the µ− is bound to343

the nucleus, it quickly cascades to the 1S ground state. Then it might undergo muon capture344

µ− A
ZN → νµ A

Z−1N (5.36)

before it decays. The corresponding nuclear matrix element 〈 A
Z−1N |(Jαcc)

†|AZN〉 is an extended345

version of (5.20). It depends on the details of A
ZN and is not easily accessible with theoretical346

methods. We will return to muon capture in Section 5.4.347

The muon can not only form bound states with a nucleus, but also with an electron. Muo-348

nium, M = (µ+e−), is a bound state like hydrogen, but with the proton replaced by a positive349

muon. As the latter is a pointlike fermion, muonium is an excellent laboratory for QED tests,350

and for a precise determination of the muon mass.7 As the muonium mass is dominated by351

antimatter, M is also an interesting option to study experimentally gravity of antimatter [70].352

In addition, muonium-antimuonium oscillations353

M = (µ+e−)↔ M̄ = (µ−e+) , (5.37)

which are forbidden in the SM, are another channel to scrutinize BSM physics.8 A bound state354

of two muons, true muonium (µ+µ−), is unfortunately, not experimentally accessible in the355

foreseeable future.356

Two further properties of the muon that are of utmost importance are the AMM (5.4) and357

EDM (5.18). The motivation to study them in detail is again driven by the desire to test the358

7 Section 29: MSpec, Mu-Mass [7]
8 Section 9: MACS [8]
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5.4 The proton

SM. For the AMM very precise measurements are confronted with similarly precise theoretical359

predictions [71]. At the time of writing, there is an intriguing tension between SM theory and360

experiment. For the EDM, the situation is similar to cLFV searches in that the SM value is361

zero for practical experimental purposes. Hence, experimental verification of a non-vanishing362

muon EDM is a clear indication of BSM. So far, these quantities have not been measured by PSI363

experiments. However, future involvement, in particular for the EDM, is being considered [72].364

5.4 The proton365

Like the electron and muon, the proton is a charged spin 1/2 fermion. However, because the366

proton is a bound state, the form factors (5.5) cannot be computed perturbatively simply using367

LQED+QCD. Most information is obtained from experiment, with additional input from lattice368

QCD and χPT [73]. From the charge and measurements of the AMM we know F (p)1 (0) = 1369

and F (p)2 (0) = κp ' 1.79.370

A quantity that has received a lot of attention in the past years is the proton charge radius371

r(p)E . As discussed in the context of (5.8), the radius can be extracted as the slope of G(p)E (q
2)372

at q2 → 0. This can be determined by low-q2 lepton-proton scattering with a careful q2 → 0373

extrapolation. An alternative approach is to use spectroscopy of normal hydrogen or better374

muonic hydrogen. The overlap of the lepton wave function with the proton charge distribution375

impacts on the energy levels. Thus, a precise measurement of different transition energies376

allows the extraction of information on the proton radius. As the Bohr radius is proportional377

to 1/m`, the effect in muonic atoms is considerably larger. This has resulted in a very precise378

new determination of the proton radius9 and a new world average of r(p)E ' 0.84 fm. The379

disagreement with earlier determinations of r(p)E was referred to as proton radius puzzle [74,380

75], but the puzzle is fading away [76].381

The CREMA collaboration9 has measured two transition frequencies for muonic hydro-382

gen; the triplet E
�

2P F=2
3/2

�

− E
�

2SF=1
1/2

�

and singlet E
�

2P F=1
3/2

�

− E
�

2SF=0
1/2

�

. From these two383

values and theoretical input for the fine structure, it is possible to extract the Lamb shift384

EL = E
�

2P1/2

�

− E
�

2S1/2

�

and the hyperfine splitting EHFS = E
�

2SF=1
1/2

�

− E
�

2SF=0
1/2

�

. The385

discrepancy of the proton radius determination from muonic hydrogen with earlier values386

initiated a flurry of activities to revisit the theoretical calculations of the energy levels, as sum-387

marized in [77]. This involves radiative corrections and recoil effects, which can in principle388

be computed in perturbation theory.389

In addition there are proton-structure effects, which are divided into two categories: a)390

finite-size effects, which depend on the charge ρE and magnetic moment distribution ρM of391

the proton, i.e., the charges related to the form factors G(p)E and G(p)M , introduced in (5.6); b)392

polarizability effects.393

The leading finite-size effect for EL is in fact proportional to
�

r(p)E

�2
and it is precisely394

this effect that allows an accurate determination of r(p)E from muonic hydrogen spectroscopy395

to be made. There are also higher-order effects which have to be included, most notably a396

contribution from the so-called third Zemach moment397

�

r(p)F

�3
≡

48
π

∫ ∞

0

dQ
Q4

�

�

G(p)E (Q
2)
�2
− 1+

1
3

�

r(p)E

�2
Q2
�

, (5.38)

where r(p)F is referred to as Friar radius. This contribution is related to the elastic two-photon398

exchange (TPE), where elastic refers to the fact that the intermediate hadronic state is still a399

9 Section 21: CREMA [9]
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5.4 The proton

proton. The inelastic TPE, i.e., TPE where the intermediate hadronic state is more complicated,400

is often referred to as polarizability correction.401

A similar distinction between perturbative and finite-size contributions can be made for the402

hyperfine splitting EHFS . In this case, the leading finite-size effect is proportional to the Zemach403

radius r(p)Z ' 1.0 fm, a convolution of the charge distribution with the magnetic moment404

distribution405

r(p)Z ≡
∫

d3~r1

∫

d3~r2 ρ
(p)
E (~r1)ρ

(p)
M (~r2)|~r1 − ~r2| . (5.39)

While the determination of the magnetic radius of the proton r(p)M ' 0.8 fm was discussed406

less controversially, there is also quite a spread in the values obtained from different extrac-407

tions [78]. This spread is typically attributed to different treatment of TPE contributions.408

The CREMA collaboration also investigated muonic deuterium and helium9 and deter-409

mined the corresponding charge radii. Measuring the charge radii of higher Z nuclei10 pro-410

vides crucial input for potential atomic parity violation experiments.411

Returning to the proton, as mentioned above, studying lepton-proton scattering at low q2
412

is an important source to obtain information on the proton form factors and, hence, the proton413

radius. At tree level, which implies the one-photon approximation, this process is described414

by the famous Rosenbluth formula415

dσ
dΩ
=

α2

4 E2
1 sin4 θ2

E3

E1





�

G(p)E (q
2)
�2
+τ

�

G(p)M (q
2)
�2

1+τ
cos2 θ2 + 2τ

�

G(p)M (q
2)
�2

sin2 θ2



 (5.40)

in terms of τ = −q2/(4m2
p), the scattering angle θ = 2θ2, and the energies of the incoming416

and outgoing leptons, E1 and E3, respectively. Using the standard dipole form GD(q2) for the417

form factors gives a good fit to the experimental data:418

G(p)E (q
2)'

G(p)M (q
2)

1+ κp
' GD(q

2) =
1

(1− q2/Λ2)2
with Λ2 = 0.71 GeV2. (5.41)

For very small q2 the form factors deviate from (5.41) and — coming back to the proton radius419

issue — it is a delicate problem to extract the slope of the form factors in the limit q2→ 0 from420

scattering data.421

Given the importance of lepton-proton scattering, there is a vast literature on the compu-422

tation of higher-order corrections to (5.40). These corrections can be split into gauge inde-423

pendent and finite subsets by separately considering radiative corrections from the lepton line,424

radiation from the proton line, and multi-photon exchange between the proton and electron.425

A full NLO calculation, superseding earlier ones where various approximations had been426

used, has been presented in [79] and there are several Monte Carlo generators with these427

corrections implemented [80, 81]. Corrections at NNLO due to radiation from the electron428

line have also been computed [82, 83]. Due to the small mass of the lepton, these are the429

dominant corrections, particularly for electron-proton scattering. As for spectroscopy, from a430

theoretical point of view, multi-photon exchange contributions between the lepton and proton431

are the most difficult ones to handle. Accordingly, TPE contributions have received a lot of432

attention, also including the inelastic parts, see e.g. [84–87].433

Traditionally, these experiments have been carried out with electrons. The MUSE collab-434

oration11 proposes to measure ` p → ` p with ` ∈ {e±,µ±}. This offers the opportunity to435

10 Section 22: muX [10]
11 Section 23: MUSE [11]
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5.5 Nucleons and nuclei

compare e p and µ p scattering within the same experimental setup. In addition, experimen-436

tal information on TPE can be obtained by measuring the difference between `+p and `−p437

scattering.438

To the best of our knowledge, the proton is a stable particle and in all processes discussed439

so far, has been left intact. A low-energy process that affects the proton much more dramat-440

ically is muon capture, µ− p → nνµ. This process can be described by the transition matrix441

element (5.20) as a current-current interaction 〈νµ|Jαcc|µ〉 〈n|(Jcc)†α|p〉. In fact, muon capture442

on the proton as measured by MuCap12 gives valuable information on the corresponding form443

factors, in particular ḡP (5.21) [88]. The inverse process would be related to neutrino-nucleon444

scattering. Muon capture on the deuterium has been investigated by MuSun.13
445

5.5 Nucleons and nuclei446

The proton and neutron together form an isospin doublet. They differ by their isospin projec-447

tion, I3 = +1/2 and I3 = −1/2, and quark content, uud and udd, respectively. The neutron’s448

Dirac and Pauli form factors are normalized as F (n)1 (0) = 0 and F (n)2 (0) = κn ' −1.91. The449

former differs from the proton form factor at zero momentum transfer, F (p)1 (0) = 1, due to450

the vanishing charge of the neutron. Therefore, the electric Sachs form factor of the neutron451

cannot be approximated with a dipole form factor (5.41). Instead, the Galster form factor452

could be used as a simple parametrization [89]:453

G(n)E (q
2) =

q2κn

4m2
n −ηq2

GD(q
2), (5.42)

with η = 5.6. Since there are no free neutron targets, one has to rely on scattering off light454

nuclei (e.g., 2H or 3He) to extract the neutron form factors and polarizabilities. Thereby, few-455

nucleon EFTs are needed to separate the neutron from proton and nuclear effects.456

As highlighted in the previous section, muonic atoms are sensitive to the nuclear structure.457

The measurement of the muonic-hydrogen Lamb shift by the CREMA collaboration9 allowed458

the extraction of the proton root-mean-square charge radius with unprecedented precision.459

From the measured the Lamb shifts in µD, µ3He+ and µ4He+ the deuteron, helion and α-460

particle charge radii can be extracted. In the future, the ground-state hyperfine splitting of461

µ3He+ shall be measured to extract the helion Zemach radius. To extract the different nuclear462

radii, precise theory predictions for the energy levels in muonic atoms are needed, see theory463

summaries in [90–92]. Among other contributions, one needs the finite-size effects, through464

which the different radii enter, and the polarizability effects. For the light muonic atoms,465

not only the proton polarizability enters, but also the polarizabilities of the neutron and the466

nucleus as a whole. Similar complications arise when going from pionic hydrogen to pionic467

deuterium14 or helium.15 The nuclear polarizabilities are typically several orders of magni-468

tude larger than the nucleon polarizabilities, and thus, more important. Take for instance469

the electric dipole polarizability, α(n)E1 = 11.8(1.1) × 10−4 fm3 [93] and α(d)E1 = 0.6314(19)470

fm3 [94], which describes the deformation of a composite particle in an external electric field471

and gives a dominant contribution to the two-photon exchange. The nuclear polarizability472

effects can be calculated in a dispersion relations framework [95,96] or based on nuclear po-473

tentials. For the latter, one distinguishes calculations with phenomenological models [97] fit474

to nucleon-nucleon scattering data, such as the AV18 potential [98], or with nucleon-nucleon475

12 Section 17: MuCap [12]
13 Section 18: MuSun [13]
14 Section 14: Pionic hydrogen and deuterium [14]
15 Section 26: Pionic helium [15]
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5.6 The free neutron

interactions derived from chiral EFT [99–102]. The nucleon-structure contributions are of-476

ten deduced by rescaling the proton-structure contributions to µH. Take, for example, the477

nucleon-polarizability contribution478

δN
pol(µA) = (N+ Z) [Zmr(µA)/mr(µH)]3δN

pol(µH), (5.43)

where mr is the reduced mass of the muonic atom and Z, N, A are the numbers of protons,479

neutrons and nucleons in the nucleus.480

Also in the field of muonic atoms, the muX project10 determines nuclear charge radii of481

radioactive elements and rare isotopes, e.g, 248Cm and 226Ra, through muonic X-ray measure-482

ments. These are needed as input for atomic parity violation experiments. In addition, muX483

probes nuclei that are at the end of a double β decay chain. These are interesting in view of484

possible neutrinoless double β decay that could occur if neutrinos were Majorana particles.485

Two examples are the following β−β− decays:486

130
52Te

β−

−→ 130
53 I

β−

−→ 130
54 Xe

82
34Se

β−

−→ 82
35Br

β−

−→ 82
36Kr ·

Here one uses muon capture to study excited states of 130Xe and 82Kr. In the future, direct487

searches for BSM interactions between muons and nuclei might be possible with the muX488

setup.489

To further advance the precision of the few nucleon EFTs mentioned in this section, the490

MuSun experiment13 is studying muon-capture on deuterium: µ−d → nnνµ. The aim is to491

determine the low-energy constant (LEC) of the axial-vector four-nucleon interaction d [103]492

493

LNN = −2d(N †S · uN)N †N , (5.44)

where Sµ is the nucleon covariant spin operator, N(x) is the nucleon field, and uµ is given494

below (5.22). Presently, this LEC has only been extracted from A = 3 nuclei. The MuSun495

experiment has the potential for an improved extraction at the 20 % level.496

5.6 The free neutron497

In the previous section, we discussed nuclei and bound neutrons. In the following, we discuss498

free neutrons provided by the Swiss Spallation Neutron Source (SINQ) and the PSI Ultra Cold499

Neutron (UCN) source [104]. As we will see, the neutron experiments at PSI are dedicated to500

BSM searches, and in particular, to the search for CP violation in the light quark sector.501

The neutron is unstable with a lifetime of about 880 s. The long-standing tension between502

measurements with in-flight and stored neutrons has led to speculations that there could be503

‘dark’ BSM decay channels [105, 106]. Within the SM, the neutron decays into the proton,504

where the dominant decay channel is the classical β− decay n → pe−ν̄e, described by the505

current-current interaction from the Fermi theory, (5.11). Besides the dominant V−A structure506

of the weak interaction, there could be small admixtures of scalar and tensor couplings. Using507

the general formulation of Lee and Yang, which is an older version of the parametrization in508

(5.20), the β− decay reads [107]509

〈pe−ν̄e|n〉=
GF Vudp

2

�

〈p|n〉〈e−|CS − C ′Sγ5|νe〉+ 〈p|γµ|n〉〈e−|γµ
�

CV − C ′Vγ5

�

|νe〉

+ 1/2 〈p|σλµ|n〉〈e−|σλµ
�

CT − C ′Tγ5

�

|νe〉 − 〈p|γµγ5|n〉〈e−|γµγ5

�

CA− C ′Aγ5

�

|νe〉

+ 〈p|γ5|n〉〈e−|γ5

�

CP − C ′Pγ5

�

|νe〉+ h.c.

�

, (5.45)
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5.7 The pion

where C (′)i are 10 complex coupling constants. For the SM with conserved vector current,510

gV = 1, the only non-vanishing couplings are CV = C ′V = 1 and CA = C ′A = −gA. Parity511

violation is assured if Ci 6= 0 and C ′i 6= 0. Time reversal violation (TRV), or CP violation, is512

found if Im(Ci/C j) 6= 0 or Im(C ′i /C j) 6= 0, i.e., if at least one coupling has an imaginary phase513

relative to the others. The nTRV experiment16 accessed the scalar and tensor couplings through514

the measurement of the transverse polarization of electrons from the decay of polarized free515

neutrons. At the present level of precision, the results are in agreement with the SM, thus,516

setting constraints on BSM physics. For a review on electroweak SM tests with nuclear β517

decays see [108].518

The observation of a nonzero permanent EDM of the neutron could be interpreted as a519

signal of CP violating BSM interactions or a measurement of the QCD θ parameter, see (5.19).520

The current best limit |dn| < 1.8 × 10−26 e cm is from the nEDM experiment17 at PSI. This521

limit is still compatible with the CKM-induced SM contributions to dn, which are negligible as522

explained below (5.18). The n2EDM experiment will improve the sensitivity to dn by an order523

of magnitude and probe BSM physics at the multi-TeV scale [39]. The electric field of these524

experiments is of the order of 106 V/m. This is well below the critical electric field strength,525

Ecrit. ∼ 1023 V/m, that would be able to induce an EDM proportional to the neutron electric526

dipole polarizability dind. = 4παE1 ~E [109]. The nEDM spectrometer has also been used in527

indirect searches for Dark Matter (DM) candidates, e.g., mirror matter or axions and axion-528

like particles (ALPs)18. The axion has been proposed as a dynamical solution to the strong529

CP problem [110–113], i.e. the “naturalness” problem of the small QCD θ parameter. It is530

introduced as the Nambu-Goldstone boson associated with a spontaneously broken additional531

global U(1)PQ symmetry of the SM Lagrangian.532

5.7 The pion533

Low-energy pion physics provides access to a large variety of phenomena, ranging from strong534

non-perturbative dynamics over electroweak precision tests to probes of BSM physics. The535

pions are stable in pure QCD and as asymptotic QCD states they play a special role in many536

hadronic processes, where they appear as hadronic final states. Pion interactions can be under-537

stood beyond the chiral expansion by employing unitarity and analyticity of transition ampli-538

tudes, which provide a means to resum pion-rescattering effects. Most notably, ππ scattering539

has been accurately described in terms of the Roy equations [114–116], and the resulting pre-540

cise determination of the scattering phase shifts provides a central input in the analysis of a541

host of other hadronic processes at low energies.542

An important probe of QCD at low energies is provided by the interaction of pions with nu-543

cleons. Pionic atoms provide access to S-wave πN scattering lengths [117], because the strong544

interaction changes the spectrum compared to pure QED, resulting in shifts of the energy levels545

and in finite widths of the bound state. The most precise measurements of pionic hydrogen and546

deuterium have been performed at PSI.14 The S-wave scattering lengths enter as important547

constraints in a dispersive Roy–Steiner analysis of the πN scattering amplitude [118].548

Compared to pure strong dynamics in the isospin limit, both electromagnetic effects and549

the mass difference between up and down quarks generate small isospin-breaking corrections.550

The mass difference of charged and neutral pions is understood to arise almost exclusively551

from electromagnetic effects [42, 119, 120]. This mass difference mπ− −mπ0 has been deter-552

mined with high precision at PSI19 starting from (π−p) bound states with subsequent charge-553

exchange reaction π−p→ π0n. mπ− has also been determined at PSI by measuring the energy554

16 Section 15: nTRV [16]
17 Section 27: nEDM [17]
18 Section 28: nEDMX [18]
19 Section 12: neutral pions [21]
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spectrum of pionic hydrogen (π−p).20
555

In the presence of electromagnetism, the neutral pion is not a stable particle, and decays556

predominantly into two photons. The decay results from the anomalous non-conservation557

of the axial current that couples to the pion. Quark-mass and electromagnetic corrections558

to the leading Adler–Bell–Jackiw anomaly have been worked out [121, 122]. Further decay559

modes, such as π0→ e+e−γ, π0→ 4e, and π0→ e+e− involve the transition π0→ γ∗γ(∗) with560

one or two virtual photons. The transition form factor for this process has received consid-561

erable interest in connection with hadronic contributions to the muon anomalous magnetic562

moment [71,123–125].563

Charged pions only decay due to the weak interaction. The hadronic part of the decay564

rate for π+ → `+ν` is governed by the pion decay constant Fπ of (5.24), whereas the lep-565

tonic part results in a helicity suppression by a factor m2
`
. Hence, the muonic decay mode566

dominates over the electronic mode and has been used to measure21 the mass of π+. Several567

other decay modes have been measured at PSI by the SINDRUM,3 PiBeta,22 and PEN23 experi-568

ments, including the radiative decays π+→ `+ν`γ and π+→ e+νee+e− and pion beta decay22
569

π+ → π0e+νe. The theoretical description of the radiative decay π+ → `+ν`γ is split into570

two parts, the so-called inner bremsstrahlung contributions (IB) and the structure-dependent571

terms (SD). The IB consist of the normal pion decay with additional emission of a photon from572

the charged external legs. This part depends on Fπ. The SD terms require a more involved573

parametrization of the QCD effects in terms of two form factors. Apart from an axial form574

factor FA also a vector form factor FV contributes [126].575

The charged-pion decays probe the weak interaction in the low-energy regime, where an576

excellent description is provided by Fermi’s effective theory of current-current interaction, or577

more generally the LEFT framework explained in Section 5.2. The relevant operator is578

LLEFT ⊃
∑

i, j,k,l

CV,LL
νedu
i jkl
(ν̄iγ

αPL` j)(d̄kγαPLul) + h.c. (5.46)

with flavor indices i, j, k, l and the SM tree-level matching at the weak scale given by579

CV,LL
νedu
i jkl

= −4GFp
2
δi jV

†
kl . Therefore, the pion decays probe the CKM matrix element Vud , with580

a value of |Vud | = 0.9739(27) resulting from the PiBeta measurement of pion beta decay. Al-581

though precise, this value is not competitive with determinations from superallowed nuclear582

beta decays [93], which currently are in some tension with first-row CKM unitarity. With the583

absence of nuclear structure aspects and with radiative corrections under good theoretical584

control [127], pion beta decays are theoretically clean but remain experimentally challenging585

due to the tiny branching ratio ∼ 10−8.586

Additional semileptonic operators in the LEFT Lagrangian with different Dirac structures587

parametrize deviations from the SM and can be probed by several pion decay modes [128].588

E.g., strong constraints on the first-generation tensor-operator coefficient Re(C T,RR
νedu) arise from589

the π+→ e+νeγ Dalitz-plot study of the PiBeta experiment.590

5.8 Conclusions591

Low-energy, high-precision experiments provide essential input to improve our understanding592

of the fundamental interactions. They complement and extend information obtained from the593

energy frontier. EFTs are the theoretical tool of choice to describe and interpret their results594

and indeed they are well suited to describe both the SM and potential deviations therefrom595

20 Section 10: negative pions [19]
21 Section 11: positive pions [20]
22 Section 24: PiBeta [22]
23 Section 25: PEN [23]
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in a model-independent way. In particular it is possible, and crucial, to analyze if potential596

deviations from the SM in different observables are linked and have a common explanation.597

There are numerous examples where low-energy constraints rule out apparently attractive598

new physics scenarios. A broad and vigorous world-wide low-energy experimental program599

is indispensable to make further progress in testing the SM and searching for physics beyond.600

Past and future experiments at PSI will continue to play their part in this challenge.601
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